Accounting for the spatial support-effect on modelling a temperature field from different sources of experimental data
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Each experimental data measured by an instrument has an associated spatial (and temporal) support to which the measurement is assigned. In this sense a logger provides the temperature at a particular spatial location and has a point-support while satellite derived temperatures have an areal support equal to the size of the pixel of the satellite image (i.e. the spatial resolution of the image). Thus, when combining or merging both types of measurement, their support must be taken into account. In fact, in nature there is a continuous temperature field that is only accessible from empirical data with its associated support. In this work three sources of data have been considered to model the variability of temperature at two scales in the Southern Rocky Mountains across the northern Front Range of Colorado (NFRC). The coarse scale uses the NRCS SNOTEL stations across the NFRC and the fine scale uses iButton sensors at the Colorado State University Mountain Campus (CSUMC) located within the NFRC. The MODIS-based land surface temperature (LST), which has a spatial resolution of about 1 km, has been considered for both scales. The SNOTEL stations and the iButton sensors have a point support while satellite LST has an areal support. The main goal of this work is to assess the variability of the temperature field at both scales, taking into account the support effect of each set of experimental data, by using a geostatistical approach.
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